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C.P. No. 153 

ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHKENT 

The Effect of Rollmg on l?in-and-Rudder 
Loads xl Yawmg Manoeuv~s 

0.R. Ewtmk, D.coAe. 

Exact solutions axe derxved. for angle of sideslxp and fm-and-mdder 
loads for an airoraf? performmg txo yamng manoeuvres induced by the 
rudder. Angles of sideslip and fin-Lmd-mdder 1pd.s are xhen oalculated 
for three selected a&-craft and compmd witi results obtained by a 
amplified method in Ifilch rollin motion 1s neglected. Further oaloula- 
taons me made using a modified method m v%ich the coeffxxnts of the 
response f'omulae of the smpllf'ied mthod kve been adjusted to take 
sane aooowt of rolling. 

The analysm show that errors of 2% may be mcurred if rolling 
is neglected In the estimat2on of fm-and-mdder loads for arcraft With 
swept ati delta wings. The errors m.orease qvith altitude. The imdti~ed 
method greatly reduces these errors, and may therefore be used where tie 
i-esponse of the axcraft is appreciably affected by rolling. 
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1 1ntr0aLlct10n 

In the simplxE.ed method pxnously reconnnended for the detenznanon 
of the angles of sideslip and fm-and-rudder loads during the asyrmetr~? 
mancJeuvres specJ.fEd for &Sl@', rollmg of the axrcraft 1s neglectd. 
Thu assumption appears to be acceptable for axcraftvnth unswe$ VMS 
but its ap-plicabillty to au-craft %th highly swept or delta wings 1s lezs 
certain. 

liowever, n this method it 1s indicated how the coeffxxnts of 
the response formulae may be modified to take account of rollng, but 
up to the present, there us no evx?ence to show that such a mod~fx.catx-on 
gives * more accurate solutxon. When the method 1s modified ~1 thu .iay 
it 1s referred to throughout as the "modxfxed method" in order to dxz&x~- 
guish it from the original method, whxh IS called the "sunpl~f~ed" method. 

In the present note, exact so1utvon.s for angles of sldesllp and rln- 
and-rudder loads for aworaft ux the spec&.ed yawing manoeuvres are 
dersred, and compared nunerxally vrtih those given by the simplxfied and 
modified methods. Three aircraft !nth straight, highly swept, EILX? delta 
planforms, respectivelyS are mea as examples. 

Details of the exact and sunpllfied solutions, together with a 
disoussxon of the signifxsnce of the modlfxd method for taking account 
of rolling v~thout zreoowse to the exact treatment, are given =n the 
Appendxes. 

2 Sco?x of Investigation 

Details of the exact, suyl~fied and modlfled methods for estunatlng 
angles of sideslip and fin-and-rudder loads for a g=ven alroraft are 
presented in Append= I, paragraphs 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 r'espect~vely. Three 
kinds of aircraft, each typxal of exxlxng trends in design are consIdered 
in thu report, YLZ.- 

Aircraft V/~,P Planform 

A straqht - slight taper 

B d&h3 

C highly swept - slight taper 

The aero+wnic characteristics of these au-craft, whxh are all asswed 
to fly at high altitudes and medium values of CL , are given XI Table I. 

The two manoew-res oons~dered we:- 

(1) Instant~eous rudder movement to angle co .' 

(2) Sinusoidal rudder movement at the natural frequency of the 
urcraft c = Z,e sin J< . 

A umber of response curves fo7 p and, P are included, Figs.1 - 5, 
but the main results are tabulated in Tables II - IV as "local. maxima", 
that is, values of @ and P at JT = x for the first manoeuvre, snd 
JT = 2~ , 37~ for the second manoeuwe. Czaykowski* shows that, in the 
simplified method, ver,y close approxunations to the 4xue -ma are found 
if p and P are calculated at these times although strictly spesking, 
the value of s at J% z x for the first manoeuvre 1s the only true 
rllzcimum# 
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3 lhscussion 

3.1 Estimation of' Angles of' Sidesl~~ 

The exact response curves for aucraft 'A" and. "B" performing the 
two manoeuvres, and the corresponds curves obtained from the suxplifxed 
and mod.ifx& methods, are shovn iI1 Pigs.1 and. 3. 

Results given by the exact and su@ified. methods compare favourably - 
at the beginning of the manoeuvre, but differences become noticeable as 
the manoeuwe develops. Consideration of local Wnz (see Table IV) 
shows that the use of the simplified method for calculations ox zurcrafk 
"B" ad "CY may lead to errors of about 2%. 
to about 5$ if the modified method 1s used. 

These errors may be reduced 
. . As expected, the use of the 

sl.mpllfLed method for calaiLationr* G on awcraft "A" is pennsslble. I IOT" evci- , 
if the modified method is employed, the aocwacy of the results may be 
improved still fu-ther. 

It is shown in Append& II that two of the parsxeters in the response 
formulae of the exact method, RI and rs , which do not OCCIX ln the 
si.m+fied. method, have little effect on the nunerxal values of the 
coeffxcients of these fortias. Thus the exact formulae may be consxWw3. 
to be functions of R and. J and. wro~s due to the use of the sr.plifud. 
method for certain aircraft Instead of the exact method are due pr-xwrdy 
to the limitatxons of the method s.s a means of estlmtlng R and J . 
The significance of the derivation of the modified method, zn whxh the 
exaot vslues of R and J are -Y.s& in the formulae of the sir@lfzed 
method, is therefore clear. It follows that, in thx manoeuvre, the 
angle of sdeslip 1s a function of I 

R2 + J2 
for aircraft vnth either 

straight or swept rings. . 

LFcom a survey of previous wr$, it is concluded that the errors w 
estimating R and J by the simplified method can be expwted to be 
greatestvhen (-4v) 1s large and nv 1s small. Reductions xn au 
density will increase these errors. Consequently it may be advisable tc 
use a more rigorous method of estimating R and J in cases where the 
aircraft has high (-hv) and low nv , (for exsn@e, aircraft with sv%t 
wings). 

b) - Second manoeuvre 

Here again the &fferenxs between the si.mpl~fi& and exact solutioru 
become apparent only as the mnoeune develops. The emors in the nwuma, 
although smaller thsn for the first manoeuvre, may be as high as 1%. 
HaTever, these may be reduced to 1% if the modified method 1s used. 
kther rolling has little effect on the times of occurrence of the local 
msxima approximately at JT = 2~ , 371 etc.). t It follows that the basic 
structures of the coeffxients D the response formulae of the exact and 
simplified methds are very similar, (see paragraph (a) above), and for 
this msnoeuwe, angles of sdeslxp sze directly dependent on $ . As 
dready mentioner?, the errors,,n cst~t~on of R snd J by the simplified 
method depend on the magnrixdes of (-hv) and nv . Thus the concl~~ons 
d.ravn in paragraph (a) apply equally well to both manoeuvres. 
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(c) General 

Comparison of the successive maxima (see Table III) shows that the 
error introduced by neglect of rolling IS not always conservative. vi? 
have seen that the magnxtude of the error 1s dependent on the relative 
mgntudes of the exact and simplU&!d values of R and J . The 
results of prevxxs investigat~ond suggest that the s=gn of the e~x-0~ 
is greatly mflumced by the sxgns and magnitudes of n 

P 
snd xE ; if 

they ai-e both negative the error x, ln generai, conswvatlve. 

In Appendix III lt is shown that R and J may be obts.uxxi 
accurately without recowse to the stabd1t.y qusrtic, However, whether 
this method, or solution of the quartic by "trial and error" -s used, 
the product of lnertla term h should be eluded.. If 1t ls' riot, the 
mobfied method may not give expected unprovement over the sxmpl>f~e~ 
method. Calculations have been made w1t.h the present exsmples to 
illustrate this poznt; see Tables III and IV. 

3.2 Fin-and-Rudder Loads 

Specimen time histories of the fin-and-rudder loads for auxraft ";<I 
am3 "B" during the txo manoeuvres are shown u Figs.2, 4 snd 5. Tne loacls 
are closely linked with the corresponcling angles of sdesllp (see Appendu 
I, paragraph 3) and mqy of the remarks made ln the precehng paragra hs 
are therefore relevant here. The restits sre tabulated zn Table IV(a 7 and 
Iv(b). 

Consideration of the first manoeuvre, shows that the errors ln 
eshmat~on of the fin-and-rudder loads, udroduced through neglect of 
rolling, are as high as 25%. Thuz the cryor 1s greater than that ansing 
in the calculation of the correspon&ng angles ot sideslIp. Thus is due 
to the form of the equation for F . The errors may be rwiuced to 5$ If 
the mod~fud method 1s used to dete?rrlne the angles of sdeslxp. 

In the fish-tail mnoeuvre, w1:ex.e the equation for P 1s slzghtly 
different, the errors ln estunatlon of F ,uxs=ng from the neglect of 
rollmg are comprable with those occwx~ng In the corresponding sngles 
of sideslip. The fzgures =n Table IV(b) uv3xate that, provded the 
angles of sdesllp are calculated by the modified method, the associated 
fxn-and-rudder loads for thus manoeuvre vi11 also be accurate. 

4 Conclusxons 

(1) Neglect of rolling motxon ln manoeuvres uduced by the rud.&xr 
may introduce appreciable .wrors UT the estz.matlon of the angles of side- 
slip snd the associated loads of cert&n aircraft. 

(2) These errors are due primardy to the errors 1x1 estux%ting 
the damping ana frequency parameters of the Satera oscdlations, R ad 
J. In this respect, the sxmpl~fxed method is only acceptable when used 
on aircraft wlth straxght wings, 

(3) The errors =n estimation of' R and J oan be expectd to be 
greatest when the aircraft has high (-Av) and low nv . The errors ~~11 

increase with altxtude. 

(&) It 1s codirmedthat a simple method for reduxng the errors 
due to neglect of rolling 1s to use the exact values of R and ,J in 
the form&e of the sur&.fied msthd. 
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(5) The product of inertm term b should be mcluded in any 
estimate of the exact values of R and. J . If this term is neglected. 
the modified method may not prove any mox-e accurate than the simplified 
method. 

(6) The procedure suggested by Newark (see Appendix III) 1s 
perhaps the simplest for finding the exact values of R a~3 J if the 
main interest 3s in angles of suleslip and fin and. rudder loads in yawrig 
manoeuvres. 

NOTATION 

ii 0’ Bo> Co> Do, 8 0 
: coeffxczents of equation (8) 

$9 B, 9 Cl , D, , E, > F, : coeffxxents of equation (10) 

B2, C2, D2, E2 : coeffuxents of quartrz equation (2) 

F2a G2 : coefficients in equation (2) 

Ho, H,, H2, H3, do. : coefficxnts of equation (20) 

I,, I*, 13, I)+ : factors in quartx uf'luenced by the Inertia 
coupling term b 

acY f a, = -- 
ap 

acY f a2 = +Tz- 

b : wing span 

: lift coeflicient (total) 

: side force coeffuxent 

: coefficients of equation (6) or equation (13) 

: gravity constsnt 

: mertxa coeffxient about x sx~.s 
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P 

R' 

S” 

t 



v 

S” 4 
i$ = -& 

2W 
p2 =s= 

2v4 
T 

velocity of sidesllp 

fin-and-rudder volume coefflcx3nt 

weight of amcraft 

lateral force derivative due to sidesl1p 

angle of sideslip 

rudder effectiveness 

see equation (20) 

rudder angle 

stabdity root 

relative density of m.rcraft (referred to 
semi span) 

reY#ative density of aircraft (referred to 
length) 

air aens1ty 

aerodynmic time (non-d!m?nsikmal) 

angle of bank 
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APPEKDIXI 

Mathematxal Analysis of the Problem 

I General Equations of M&ion 

The linearx+zd differential equations of lateral motion of a.~ au-- 
craft may be written (cf. Refs.5 and 6). 

Kinematu 
RelationshIp:- -$tD$ = 0 

The last term in the yawing equation 1s the dxAui-bing fun&Ion 
expressed in terms of the applied rudder angle. Similar terms XI the 
other two equations, representing the effects of rudder movement on the 
sIdeforce and rolling moments respectively, have been neglected. The 
effects of any displacement between the wind axes snd principal axes of 
inertia are inoluded. 

2 Solutions 

2.1 Exact Solution for Angle of SidesllQ 

If equatxons (I) are written as a function of B alone, we have, 
expressing the result in a form suitable for the applicatxon of the 
Laplace Transform:- 

a4P 3 

2 
+ B2 2 2 + C2 3 d@ 

+ =2 5x .I. E2 (2) 



I 
terms containmg 
effects of inertia (41 . 
coupling h 

The corresponding stability quart20 1s 

X4 + B2 X3 + C2 ?,2 t D2 x + E2 = CI (51 

xvi-u.& w, in general, be factorised to 

(A t r&At Rl)(k* t fk t h) = 0 (61 

The fom mots.are then 

?L, = - r* 

x2 = -R' 

-\ 

= damping factor of the spiral motion 

= dmping factor of the rollihg motion 

complex roots of latersl osoillatlon 

zz -RLiJ 

where R = dmrping factor of the lateral oscillation 

J = frequency factor of the lateral oscillation 

If we solve equation (2) for the two spemfied mnoewres we 
obtain:- 

(i) For the f5rst mnoeuvre:- 

king equations (2) and (6) 

with Z = co 

and inxtial conditions P =$zr=@=O 

at T rz 0 
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B - = A0 + Boe-R'T + Co? + e-RT 
%L 

cos JT + "2 s~.n JT (8) 

The coef'fxients A0 , B. , C 
0 ' Do and E o may be deduced from 

the following equations:- 

'> 

B. tc +D G2 
0 0 +- = 0 

E2 

bs+d B. + (R'+f) Co + (R'trs) D G2 
0 +Eot-* 

E2 
B2 = 0 i 

(rsfth) B. + (R'f'+h) C G2 
0 + R'rs Do t (R't$ E. t F . C2 = 1 

2 

rsh B t R'h Co t R'rs E. + G2 
0 E-. 2 D2 = F2 

with Z = Z sin JT 

= j,, e-R'= t B,e-rsT + e-R~ C, cos JT + 
D, - C, R 

J SZUI J% 

t E., cos JT + > sin JT (IO) 

snd. the corresponding equatuxx for the coeffxxents are:- 
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r- 

0 
II 

G- 
+ 

v- 
+ 

FT- 
+ 
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In the present investigation equatmns (9) and (II) are solid 
numerically for the three au-craft. 

Note : - 
ma. E2 

The coeffxxnts of the stabdlty quartic B2 , C2 , D2 
may also be written 

B2 
= R'+rs+f 

c2 = R'rs + h + f (R' + rs) 

D2 
= h (R' A I$ + f R' rs 

2.2 Smplxfied Method (cf. Refs.1 and 2) 

If rolling motion 1s neglected completely, equatmn (2) becomes 

The comespondmg stability quadratw 1s 

?L* +fkth = 0 

f = TV t vn 

h = Wn + vn yv 

and the roots are 

where R and J are again the damping and frequency factors of the 
lateral oscillations. In view of the assmpt~on of zero rollxng motum 
these roots will not be exact. 

The corresponding complete solutions for the two mmoeuvres 
considered a-e: - 



2.3 Modified Method (Refs.1 and 21 

When the simplified. method for the ?stunation of sideslip angles 
and. fin-and-rudder loads was proposed, it was thought that acceptable 
solutions would be obtained U-I host cases. For the outstanding Casey, 
where rolling motion might h&ve a marked effect on the response, zt IWS 
suggested that e. closer approximation would be reached if the exact vd:~s 
of R and J obtained from a rigorous solution of the quartic, vere 
used in the c&fic~ents of the response formulae equtuns (15) and (16). 

3 Fin-and-Rudder Loads 

The general expression for the aerodynamic load on the fin-and- 
1%&3er during a manoeuvre may be written 

(17) 

= A -W-c$$+a2~ 
where 



APPENDIX II 

First Manoeuvre 

Consuk% the formulae of the exact and simplzfxd methods 

6 qg= A0 t C/s')+ e-R' kocos JT+~'?~ sz~n J<]+ Bee-R" (8) 

I3 1 
== 

YLO R2 t J2 
- ' 00s J< - ' 

II2 + J* J(R* + J*) 
SUI J% 

I 
(15) 

The tern e-RtT , in the exact solution, xs VW-~ small since the 
damping xn roll R' 1s usually large, Numerical results udxate that 
the coef'fkdent B 0 is also very small. Thus the term B e-R" may be 

-r 7" 
neglected in the exact solution. 

retauxd. since e 
-rsc 

The spiral term Coe s must be 

is approximately unity whilst calculations show 
that A0 snd Co are c?mpi-able but of opposite sign. Thus the general 
strwtures of the two formulae are essentxdly similar. 

If we now exsmine the numerxcal values of the respective cocfficlents, 
using the exact wlues of R and J (modified approach) in the sunpllfled 
formula, (equation (15)) we have the following results. 

*0 
i -~,38553 -0.23668 -0.09194 

cO 0.&478 0.32525 

1 

: 0.138819 

B 0 
0.00015 0.~10063 ! 0.0001 

1 R* + J2 0.05G5 0.0876 0.04694 

-r "z ) J,r 
0.05625 0.00637 0.04668 

= x 

1 Rz + J' -0.0565 -0"0876 -0.04694 

DO -0.0561+ 1 -0.06701 -0.04698 

R J(R* t J2) -0.0053 -0.00348 -0~00264 

i ; 
E - Do R 

0 J i -0.00501 -0.00192 ~ ~ -0.00135 

-- 



The respective coeffwients are almost lclentlcal in all cases. ' 
Thus it may he inferred that the corresponding coefflclents of the tvo 
formulae are similar functions of R and J and that the slight varla- 
Cons between the numerical values of the coefflclents are due to the 
parameters R' and rs . The errors amsmg from the use of the 
simplified method for certain aircraft Instead of the exact method ars 
therefore due prklly to the ltitatxons of the method as a means of 
estimating R and J . 

Second Manoeuvre 

The two response formulae for I3 may be written 

0 
qg= 

+ B,eePs')+ eeR' (JC, cos JT + [D,-C,R] sm JT) 

+ JE 1 cos J% + F 
1 

sin J% (13) 

B -RT 
x-$ye He cos J% + : He sin JT - 2H0 cos J% + $! He sin JT (16) 

where 

He = J 
R(d + R2) 

Numerical results show that J C A,e 
-Rfq --sT 

+ B,e may be dis- 
regankkl (see table below) snCi then the general forms of the tie equations 
are identical. If the numerical values of the coefficients are calculated, , 
again using the exact values of R and J , mokfied method, we have:- 

/Tabls 

, 
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+ B,e-rsT -0.00013 

2H e 0.301oy . 

J cl 0.30023 
I 

I 
o,oih23 

-2H e 
I 

J El , -0,300~~l 

I I 1 
0.01423 

0.015a 

I.10462 0.41895 

1.09811 0.41889 

, 
0.02192 0.01176 I 

-1.10462 / -0.41895 ~ 

-1.0969 1 -0,41766 ~ 
1 

I 
1 

0.0219 1 0.@1176 

\ 
0.041a ’ 0.02319 

The numer~ce.1 values of the rcspect~ve coeffxients are almost 
identical. It follows that for thm mnoewn-e also the emors ansing 
fran the use of the smpl~fiea methor me due prmarily to xts lmntatiom 
as a method of estimating R and J . 





Factorlzation of the @art~c Equation (5) 

-In the nz.u text it 1s shown that accept&b& solutions to the 
response of an aircraft in yaw oan be obtaIned lf' the exact vdxs of 
R and J are tiown. In the simpldisd theory, the expressions for 
R snd J are explicit, but the inclusion of rolling motion destroys 
this mathematical simplicity. Hence an accurate estxnat~on of angle 
of sideslip and. fin-and-rudder loads 1s reduced to the xx-oblem of 
deriving the 
quartic; and 

(1) If the 
C2 , D2 anci 

exact values of R and J , i.e. the fa.ct&zs.tion of the 
the use of the simpllfxd formulae. 

numerical values of the lateral stability coeffxierxts BQ , 
E2 are hewn, the qua&x may be solved by "trial an?, - 

error" using the characteristics of the lateral quartic for selectxne 
the first approxjmdzions to L, and A2 , i.e. 

(2) If the main interest 1s m the response, rather than the stabilzty 
of the ajrcraft, however, it may be more convenuznt to use the methoCi 
suggested by Newrark5. 
tional purposes. 

This method cCan be readdy tabulated for computa- 
The relevant formulae are presented here, with cetixn 

additions oovering the effects of inertia coupluxg terms (neglected AX 
the original report). 

where 
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r = s ,&iF 

h = b*+F&) + V& vnp + (RI-vn-yv) - R' I, + I2 - rs f (24) 

These equations include the product of media term k , Thorpe4 
has recently shown that serious errors my arise in the estimation cf 
R if this term is omitted. It has been convenient to check this point 
in the present investigation and the results are xduded in Tables II - 
Iv. The oalctitions show that both R and J are affected by such an 
omusion (Table II), and, in view of the remarks In Appendix II, the 
omission of iB must introduce appreciable errors into any lateral 
response oalculations ma&e on aircraft flying at moderate and high values 
of c 

The results =n Tables III and IV wggest that if R and J x-e 
cticulatecl on the assumption t&t 5 is negligible and are then substi- 

tuted into the sxnplified apresswns for @ etc., the errors incurred 
ma;? be oomprable w3.e those assocxated with the results obtained when 
rolling is ignored, 

Since the couplzng term has such a pxerful influence on the 
estimated response of e.n aircraft, the relative Inclinations of the 
principal and body axes should be determined before response calculations 
are attempted. 
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Aircraft 
,,A%! A~rci-aft ~ hrcra:t Q,, ~ UC!? 

~ 
I I 

0.147 0.2 0.3 ; 
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Maximum Sldesllp Angles (Local) 
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Local Nmum FI.~ and Rudder Loads - "Instantaneous Rudder Deflection" 

Exact 2.2024 -0.0357 2.5l67/0.0727 -5.5418 0.0026 1.8 
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TAEG3 IV(b) 

Local Maxjmnn Fin and Rudder Load.s - "Fish-Tail Manceum" 

1 J% = 2% I J,z = 3x 

Method of 
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